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CYRC in CK Palli (Chennekothapalli)

This flagship 
CYRC location 

is funded 
primarily by 

Asha 
Bangalore, 
with some 

activities that 
fall under the 
support of the 

Kadoorie 
Foundation 

(KFC).

This center in CK 
Palli is the testing 
site & heart of all 
programs, 
engagement and 
outreach for 
children and 
youth of the area, 
although there 
are 2 other CYRCs 
and 1 more to be 
constructed soon

The CYRC’s all function as 
local community centers 

primarily for children & youth, 
but also to holistically bring 

local people together



The many aims of the CYRCs 
(CK Palli, Roddam, Ramagiri & Penukonda-to be set-up)
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Activities funded by KFC (Kadoorie Foundation)

Timbuktu’s 
Education 

“Vertical” includes:
❖ Prakruthi Badi (Nature) 

School 
~35 residential children
  Asha London funding 

❖ Mogga (Outreach) Team
               KFC Funding 

❖ CYRCs
Asha Blr funding

COMMUNITY BUILDING
* Festival Celebrations
* Family events
Covid dependent
KFC Funding
(Asha Blr funded 
in 2020-21)

INTEGRATED ENGAGEMENT

* Chinnari Nestham (bi-monthly publication)
3000 copies - KFC Funding (Asha Blr funded in 2020-21)

* Gender Equality Workshops
Currently for all Timbaktu staff & volunteers

* Empowerment Camps for teaching laws / rights
KFC Funding

* Theater Camps for children & youth
KFC Funding

* Youth Camps & Clubs
KFC Funding

          LOCAL
              EMPOWERMENT &     
      LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
                            KFC Funding

    * Village level children centers
             These centers are coordinated by Youth 
             “Interns” / paid volunteers from the villages
   * Samkhya (Child & Youth) Leader program
          Children either self nominate or are chosen by village               
          children & youth volunteers based on required skills
          Monthly meetings mobilize & develop them

Left: Child leader
From one of the 
Village level Centers. 
Dhiraj shifted to CK Palli 
from Ananthpur last year because 
his father got a job with Kia as a 
Security Guard. He spoke to me in 
English and told me about how 
children got to know each other 
because they meet at  CYRC 

Chinnari Nestham is 
an extremely high quality

publication being led,
coordinated and illustrated by

Adavi Ramudu, offering a huge value 
addition to the 3000 homes that

receive it. Children speak volumes about it
& it has become a regional pride and joy. I 

could write an entire report about how
much is being achieved with this

outstanding & top class initiative!



Timbuktu’s 
Education 

“Vertical” includes:
❖ Prakruthi Badi (Nature) 

School 
~35 residential children
  Asha London funding 

❖ Mogga (Outreach) Team
               KFC Funding 

❖ CYRCs
Asha Blr funding

Rs 5.7L 
SKILL / VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

OF LOCAL YOUTH
* Handicrafts Skill program (Weaving of saleable items)

Rs 1.5L (10 youth x 6 batches x Rs 2500 / youth)
* English Coaching (For local job readiness, using the internet & confidence)

Rs 1.5L (10 youth x 6 batches x Rs 2500 / youth)
* Computer Training (Basic familiarity & Office Suite skills)
        Rs 2.7L (1.8L for 6 computers + Rs 1500 x 10 youth x 6 batches)

         Rs 0.6L
       READING & 
  BASIC LITERACY

* Library Program
Rs 20k x 3 CYRCs = Rs 60k
* Reading Facilitation Program 
Part of Mobile CYRC

CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT   

* Education thru Art 
& Nature based activities

Core activity of CYRC (Staff Salary)

Rs 1.5L - IMPROVING EXISTING EDUCATION
/ AREA GOVT. SCHOOLS

* Mobile CYRCs
Mogga Team visits 15 schools ~1x / week x 5 months

Visits will include:
+ Science experiment demos

+ Reading Facilitation
+ Need based programs

          Rs 1.5L (Rs 2000 x 15 schools x 5 months)

Rs 8.22L - ADMIN / INFRA / SALARIES
       * CYRC Repair & Maintenance-  KFC Funding

                            * Travel & Meetings - Rs 0.5L
      * Admin - Rs 1.45L 
          10% of all other costs 

            * Salaries - Rs 6.26L 
                  Rs 2.20L CYRC Coordinator

                             Rs 1.90L CKPalli head
                            Rs 2.16L for two staff

                              

Activities funded by Asha Bangalore (Rs 16L proposed for 2021-22)



Fund the entire 16L

                          Rs 5.7L  SKILL / VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
While this program is not yet adequately structured, 

I believe that they will develop a very successful &
highly impactful program. Last year Asha Blr funded their 
new Chinnari Nestham publication & this has turned out 

to be IMPRESSIVE quality & value. As steward, I can help offer 
perspective to Mani as he creates these programs. 
Even if they experiment as they begin this effort, I 

think it will be worthwhile to fund.

         Rs 0.6L LIBRARY / READING & BASIC LITERACY
While no amount of books can be enough, I think they 

can improve the structure of their program to categorize 
the books & offer specific genres to kids on a rotational 

basis. I have made some recommendations which 
Mani has said he will employ. I would recommend funding the 

purchase of more books as there is ample evidence that it is well 
used and that children of the area have no other resources, taking 

the stories they read back to their parents and communities. Books 
are also chosen carefully for good language, aspirational values 

and critical thinking. I recommend this item for funding.

CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT

Impactful & effective, 
this is what is keeping the 

children positively engaged, 
learning & growing. I strongly 

recommend this item for funding.

Rs 1.5L - IMPROVING EXISTING EDUCATION
/ AREA GOVT. SCHOOLS
This is taking the learning to the children in their contexts 
is a strong component of their work. Local Govt. school 
teachers are happy for their involvement, bringing lessons 
alive for the children. 
The reading program helps develop actual 
Literacy & life long habits. I strongly 
recommend this item for funding. 

Rs 8.22L - ADMIN / INFRA / SALARIES

Rs 6.26L Salaries: There is no doubt that the specific staff 
supported are dedicated, know the children & will be the 
key factors in the children’s development, confidence & life 
success. Absolutely recommend the funding.

Rs 2L Admin Cost: The ask is a flat 10% of overall project 
costs. Timbuktu is a large, complex project & this year 
10% seems like a reasonable ask given the 
integrated nature of their efforts. Ex: The excellent 
Chinnari Nestham publication is led by Adavi 
Ramudu who is paid as part of this 10% overhead. 
For future years, I will recommend that they 
request a proportional-percentage of this project 
to their overall work.

Evaluation & Recommendations for 2021-22 Budget (Rs 16L) proposed



While they may not YET have strong structures in place for these programs, Mani, our project contact, will architect 
these courses along with the newly hired head of all CYRC activities, Poorna Chandra Rao, to further define them. 
I believe that they will indeed create a worthwhile program that will yield good benefit.

Mani has not yet given me further details on how he arrived at the cost of these training courses, 
however they seem reasonable given the number of youth they expect to train (ie an investment of 
Rs 2500 to train a youth will have a good ROI & give them lucrative skills & confidence. The 
computer purchase also seems reasonable (maybe too low?) Youth are excited & feel like 
these skills are an absolute necessity to upskill from mobile use to computers.

Effectiveness & Impact of proposed Asha items
Rs 5.7L 

SKILL / VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OF LOCAL YOUTH

* Handicrafts Skill program (Weaving of saleable items)
Rs 1.5L (10 youth x 6 batches x Rs 2500 / youth)

* English Coaching (For local job readiness, using the internet & confidence)
Rs 1.5L (10 youth x 6 batches x Rs 2500 / youth)

* Computer Training (Basic familiarity & Office Suite skills)
        Rs 2.7L (1.8L for 6 computers + Rs 1500 x 10 youth x 6 batches)

Left: Science 
fair - experiment
demo by 9th std kids

Right: Exhibit 
on pollution 

based on 
engagement at 

schools by 
Mogga cadre

Left: Area youth are eager 
for opportunities to learn & 
show their skills

Right: Pollution & lungs



Effectiveness & Impact of proposed Asha items
Left: Alivelamma, CK Palli Head & 
Sriramulu, CK Palli staff prep a child for 
parent pickup. Security person & helper 
not pictured here.
They are dedicated & have substantive  
relationships with each child, mentoring 
and developing them.

Right & Below: CYRC CKPalli inside room 
Children come on days when they don’t have 

school (alt day in-person school due to 
Covid) or after school.  Alivelamma made 

them find natural elements and use these to 
express the rhythms and patterns they saw.

Below: CYRC CKPalli, outside space
Younger children are coordinated by a Youth 
Volunteer/Intern to draw self portraits & 
improve their confidence & sense of self.                                                        

Alivelamma generates ideas for 
programs based on the needs she 
perceives / expressed to her by children

She will visit the Govt schools near CKPalli effectively conducting the “pilot 
tests” for various demonstrations that will repeated at the other Govt. schools

Right: Children clearly 
feel that the center is 
their safe space. This 

boy said he “suffered a 
lot” at home during 
lockdown when he 

could not come here. 
Toys & materials are 

well organized and 
respectfully used.                                                        



Effectiveness & Impact of proposed Asha items

Right: Crayons 
ready for 

distribution

Below: CYRC Ramagiri headed by Kalpana. Children had come after school, each free to choose the activity of their 
liking. The girl in a red pinafore is a reader & loves story books. She tells her family the stories she reads. Her favourite 
stories are those of strong girls who can do things better than boys & men. White dupatta girl  likes “question books” .                                      

Left & Right: 
Play materials, 

instruments etc are 
neatly organized and 

catalogued by the 
CYRC head. No play 
materials requested 

for funding in 
2021-22

Left: Admin costs 
pay for staff like 
Adavi Ramudu 
(Publicatoin lead) 
& Sukanaya 
(Overview 
Planning)



    READING & 
BASIC LITERACY

* Library Program
Rs 20k x 3 CYRCs = Rs 60k
* Reading Facilitation 
Program Part of Mobile CYRC

Effectiveness & Impact of proposed Asha items

Their Library program relies heavily on the 
extensive knowledge of Alivelamma who 

really knows the books well. The Ramagiri 
head, Kalpana, also knew how to direct kids, 

but less so. Books are carefully organized by 
age & category. They curate for children who 
like to read. I made some recommendations 
for how they can strengthen their program & 

make (more) effective use of the proposed 
Rs 20k x 3 centers.

Left & Above: Neatly 
organized library 
rooms in CKPalli with 
books in different 
rooms by age

Left: Sorted by topic (Architecture)

Right: Many books are 
labelled by category

Above: In 
Ramagiri CYRC

 Right: 
Notebooks & Art 

books awaiting 
distribution

Below: Those who are not farmers may herd & sell goats



Impact of Asha funded items from 2020-21
Left: Every issue 
contains a youth / 
child journalist 
segment. Adavi 
Ramudu (paid from 
the Admin costs) 
visits village centers 
& coaches children 
on how to prepare 
these reports & how 
to organize their 
thoughts into written 
stories.

Shown here is the 
Rangoli competition 
(Muggalu poti) - one 
of the several Events 
funded by Asha Blr.

Right: The winning 8th 
std child submitted an 
autobiographical story 

about a boy who 
dropped out of school, 

but found he had to 
learn Maths anyway to 

help his mother sell 
vegetables

Left: The colourful publications are  
much awaited treasures, offering a 
simple-worded story (that parents 
can also learn literacy from), 
riddles, puzzles, colouring pages, 
their own work and more.

Below: This issue’s winning poem 
was 7th grader who talked about the 

role that the CRC plays in their life



Impact of Asha funded items from 2020-21
Left: This issue shows 
how to keep one’s mood 
& immunity up during 
lockdown

Right: Math puzzles 
and a “Compose a 
story based on the 

picture” activities

Below: Every issue has 
an ecology feature of 

a native species

Gender Workshops 
had positive impacts 
on illustrations 

Right: Every 
issue has a 

center 
spread 

educating 
readers 

about their 
rights 

& laws


